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God? And every nnan being knowd down deep in his heart, even though he

might try to deny it with his lips, that there is a personal God. Psäm

says "The fool haØth said in his heart there is no God." The fool says it

in his heart but this means that he acts as if there is no God. He pretends

to himself that there isn't a God, but he is a fool to do so and when he comes

to an emergency he knows that he was a fool to say so, for everyone has routed

deep down in his mind the realization that there must be a God.
new

Let us suppose that a 'man , one of us goes to a railway station which

we have never visited before. We come into that stateion and there we see

trains coming .n and going out. We see people arriving at the trâ.in, taking

a train to go in one direction. Other people arrivng at the station and ten

minutes later taking a train going in a different direction. We see them rush

ing to one entrance or to another entrance. We see people come in order to

meet friends who have been on a train for three days and are due to arrive at

this time. We see all of this happening, some might say this is all accident.

It just came together in this way. These people just happened to arrive at

this time and there just happens to be a train going when they want to go.

Any sensible human being would turn away with discuss from such an attitude.

We know that an organized, the complex orgainized system of the railroad sta

tion could not exist except some personality or a group of personalites had

planned it, had organized it, had decided just how it was going to be run, had

caused the material to be put together in such a way as to accomplish the re-

suits desired and had given information to the engeneers of the various trains
expected

as to what time they were to be on %Yˆ/ to be on hand to take their train out

of the staion or to bring their train into the station and to the other members

of the crew of the trains. Now if a man who just came to a raiiroad station

visited the railroad station with which he was not familiar were to want to de

cide how to try to understand the system of it and to know why trains go as th

do, he might start in to study the arrangement of the station, the arrangement

of the stairs, the time when the signs go up and down, the time when the people
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